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In this paper we apply Maxwell’s principle to give simple proofs of the 
properties of R : S, the parallel sum of two positive semi-definite linear operators. 
The parallel sum has been studied by Anderson, Ando, Duffin, Fillmore, Mitra, 
Williams, and others. In particular we give a short, elementary, and geometric 
proof of the result of Anderson and Duffin that gives the infimum of two 
orthogonal projections as twice their parallel sum. 
1. ELECTRICAL MOTIVATION 
To fix ideas, let us consider the network shown in Fig. 1. This connection 
of two resistors is called the paraZleZ connection. We are given a real number c 
which denotes the current through the battery. We wish to determine v the 
voltage across the resistors. Letting x be the current through the first resistor and 
y be the current through the second, Kirchhoff’s current law [lo] gives 
c=x+y. w 
V 
FE. 1. The parallel connection. 
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On the other hand by Kirchhoff’s voltage drop law and Ohm’s law [13] we have 
v = Rx = Sy (K’) 
Here the symbols R and S are the resistance values of the corresponding 
resistors. 
Equations (K) and (K’) can be easily solved to give 
1 
’ = l/R+ l/SC’ (P) 
This equation holds whenever R and S are strictly positive real numbers. It 
shows that the two resistors together act as if they were a single resistor whose 
resistance is given by ((R)-l + (S)-l)-l. This real number is called the joint 
resistance of the network. If we rewrite (P) then it will continue to hold for 
nonnegative values of R and S, 
v = R(R + S)+ SC, Pl) 
where a+ = l/a if a # 0, and O+ = 0. Let us call the quantity R(R + S)+ S the 
parallel sum of the real numbers R and S, since it is derived as the joint resistence 
of two resistors with resistance values R and S. For a shorthand notation we write 
R: S as an abreviation of R(R + S)+ S. 
James Clerk Maxwell in his famous treatise [ 1 l] showed how to replace one 
of Kirchhoff’s laws by a variational principle. Applying this to replace 
Kirchhoff’s voltage drop law in the parallel connection of Fig. 1 we get 
R: S = *mix, Rx2 f Sy2. 
The verification that this formula is the same as the formula of (Pr) is an element- 
ary argument of calculus. (Set the derivative equal to zero!) The usefulness of 
(I’,) is shown, for instance, in that it gives a very easy proof of Lehman’s inequal- 
ity PI, 
R: T + S: U <(R + S): (T + U) 
which holds for nonnegative real numbers R, S, T, and U. 
It is well known that a possible generalization of nonnegative real numbers are 
the positive semi-definite matrices (or linear operators). W’ith this in mind, 
Anderson and DufIin [I] defined the par,allel sum of two 71 by n positive semi- 
definite matricies by the formula of (P;) 
R: S = R(R + S)+ S, 
where the dagger now denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse [14]. 
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The motivation of Anderson and Duffin was based on the electrical inter- 
connection of linear time-invariant resistive n-ports. See [5] for a simple explana- 
tion of these terms. 
As noticed by Ando [3] and others [4, 73, the variational formulation gives an 
equivalent definition of the joint resistance (and thus the parallel sum) which 
simplifies many proofs. 
So letting R and S be positive semi-definite linear operators on some (finite 
or infinite dimensional) Hilbert space let us define 
(R: SC, c) = j;fc(Rx, 4 + (SY, Y). 
Here ( , ) denotes the inner product. It is not immediately clear that the above 
is in fact a definition. This will be shown in Section 4. However, assuming that 
it does indeed uniquely define R: S, we proceed to prove some of the properties 
of the parallel sum in Sections 2 and 3. 
2. THE PARALLEL SUM 
Let U be a (finite or infinite dimensional) complex Hilbert space. Let (., .) 
denote the inner product of U. A (bounded) linear operator R: U -+ Ii’ is 
positiwe semi-definite if (Rx, X) > 0. Let us define the parallel sum, R: S of two 
positive semi-definite linear operators R and S by the formula, 
(R: SC, c) = kf=jRx, x) + (SY,Y). 
If indeed the above defines a linear operator then it must be unique since a 
classical formula determines the values of R: S from the quadratic form. The 
existence of the linear operator R: S will be given in Section 4. Let us now prove, 
assuming the existence of R: S, some of the properties of R: S. Recall that 
R < S means that S - R is positive semi-definite. This partial order is equi- 
valent to the condition that (Rx, x) < (Sx, x) for all x E U. 
THEOREM 1. Let R and S be positive semi-definite linear operators on a 
complex Hilbert space U. Then 
(a) R: S, the parallel sum of R and S is also positive semi-de$nite. 
(b) R: S = S: R. 
(c) If T is also a positive semi-definite linear operator on U, then 
(A: S): T = R: (S: T). 
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(d) Series-parallel inequality. Given R, S, T, U all positive semi-definite, 
then 
(R: T) + (S: U) ,( (R + S): (T + U). 
(e) Transformer inequality. If P is a linear operator taking W to U then 
P*(R: S) P < (P*RP): (P*SP). 
(f) Parallel-inner product inequality. (R: SC, c) < (Rc, c): (SC, c). 
(id II R: S II < II R II: II S II + 
Proof. Part (a) is trivial. 
Parts (b) and (c) are almost as easy, 
(R: (S: T) c, c) = ((R: S): Tc, c) = x+$f=,(Rx, 4 + (SY, Y) + Vu, 4. 
For part (d) we see that to prove A ,< B we must show that (AC, c) < (Bc, C) 
for all c E U. So fix c and consider 
(((R: T) + (S: U)) c, 4 
= (R: Tc, c) + (S: UC, c) 
= inf=jRx, x) + (Ty, y) + inf (Sv, 4 + (uw, 4 
VfU=C 
= inf((Rx, x) + (SV, V) + (Ty, y) + ( UW, W) 1 x + y = C; v + w = C] 
,( j+;&@x, 4 + (Sx> x> + (TY, Y> + (UY, Y> 
= ((R + S): (T + U) c, c). 
For part (e) 
(P*(R: S) PC, c) = ((R: S) PC, PC) 
= yj;c$LW, 4 + (SY> Y) 
G ~ngIF$, (Rx, 4 + (SY,Y) 
\ iz:c \ 
= ,$JRPx, Px) + (SPY, PY) 
= &~IJP*RPv, v) + (P*SPu, u) 
= ((P*RP): (P*SP) c, c). 
Part (f) follows from (e) by taking W = @. 
Part (g) follows easily from the fact that jl R II = sup{(Rx, x) / II x 11 = I}. 
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COROLLARY 1. Let S,, , i = I,..., m, j = l,..., rz 
operators on U, then 
all be positive semi-definite 
where 
fj : Ai = A,: A,: . . . . A,, 
Pyoof. This follows from l(d) by induction. I 
COROLLARY 2. Let Pi be linear operators taking W to U. Set +(A) = 
Cy=, PfAP, , then 
$(R: 3 < $(R): gq. 
Proof. Follows immediately from Corollary 1 and Theorem l(e). 1 
Corollary 2 implies in particular that $(R: S) G+(R): 4(S) when U is finite 
dimensional and 4 is completely positive. This result is due to Ando [3]. Our 
proof is a simple modification of a theorem of R. J. Duffin and the author [7] 
and is simpler than that in [3]. 
Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 are contained in [l] in the case U is finite dimen- 
sional. For U infinite dimensional Fillmore and Williams [8] gave an equivalent 
definition of R: S and showed that R: S = S: R. 
Anderson and Trapp in [2] gave an another equivalent definition of R: S and 
showed Theorem 1. Our proofs are simpler. 
Let \j A ljp denote the Schatten p-norm of the compact selfadjoint linear 
operator A, p 3 1, 
II A llz, = (1 I Ai lp)“‘> 
where {Xi> are the eigenvalues of A with multiplicities. Then if R is positive 
semi-definite, then set n,(R) = sup{tr[Sr~2RS1~2] / S is a compact positive semi- 
definite operator with I/ S lls < 1, where l/p + l/q = l} then one has n,(R) = 
i-00 if R is not compact and n,(R) = 11 R &, if R is compact. Here S1jz denotes 
the unique positive semi-definite operator whose square is S, see [15]. These 
results are trivial in finite dimensional space, and follow from the spectral 
theorem for self-adjoint operators in infinite dimensions. This leads us to define 
/j R /jp = + cc for non-compact positive semi-definite R. With this convention 
we have the following 
THEOREM 2. Let R and S be positive semi-definite then !\,R: S Ilp < /j R/ID: 
I! w, 9 with the convention that CC + 00 = a: for a > 0. 
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Roof. By the above characterization of 1) R jJp it suffices to show that 
tr[R: S] < tr[R]: tr[SJ. 
But letting {e,}& be a basis of U, then 
tr[R: S] = $J (R: Sei , ei) 
i=l 
,< f (Re, , e,): (Se,, e,). 
i==l 
The last inequality follows from Theorem l(f). 
But 
f (Re, , e,): (Sei , ei) 
i=l 
This follows from an infinite version of Corollary 2. There is no problem in the 
limits because the terms are all positive. 1 
Theorem 2 is due to Ando [3] in finite dimensions. His proof is based on an 
alternate proof of tr[R: S] < tr[R]: tr[SJ. The result that tr[R: SJ < tr[R]: tr[S] 
is due to Anderson and Duffin in the finite dimensional case. 
3. THE INFIMUM OF ORTHOGONAL PROJECTIONS 
Let P and Q be orthogonal projections onto range (P) and range (Q) respect- 
ively. Halmos in a problem of [9] asks for a formula for P A Q, the infimum of the 
two projections. This is defined as the orthogonal projection onto S = range(P) 
n range(Q). Th e remarkable formula of the following theorem is due to 
Anderson and D&in [I] in the case that U is finite dimensional. Filmore and 
Williams latter extended this result to the case where U is infinite dimensional, 
see [8]. 
Our proof is geometric and completely elementary. Note that if P is an ortho- 
gonal projection then P is positive semi-definite. 
THEOREM 3. Let P and Q denote orthogonal projections onto range (P) and 
range (Q), respectively, then 
PAQ =2P:Q, 
where P A Q is the orthogonal projection onto range(P) n range(Q). 
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Proof. Let c E S = range(P) n range(Q) then 
(P: Qc, c) = inif=c(px, 3~) + (QY~ Y) 
=(P+f )+(a$ ,-tj-) =&l!ci12. 
The penultimate equality follows from “setting the derivative equal to zero.” 
On the other hand if c E S = (range(P) n range(Q))l = range(P)’ @ 
range( = ker(P) @ ker(Q), (where ker(A) denotes the null space of A) then 
we can fmd x0 E ker(P), JJ,, E ker(Q) such that x0 + J+, = C. Thus we have 
= (Pxo , xo) + (QY, 7 YO) = 0. 
But now we are almost done. With respect to a suitable orthonormal basis 
we may write any x E U as [2] with x1 E S, and x2 E S; with respect to this 
basis we have shown 
P:Q - [!I ;] . 
But since P: Q is positive semi-definite, an elementary lemma on positive semi- 
definite operators will show that 
and we are done. I 
4. THE EXISTENCE OF THE PARALLEL SUM 
In this section we wish to show that there is a unique linear operator R: S 
such that 
(R: SC, c) = x:nyfc(R~, x) + (Sy, y) ( w 
whenever R and S are positive semi-definite linear operators on a complex 
Hilbert space. Since the quadratic form uniquely determines the linear operator 
in a complex inner product space it suffices to show that there is a linear operator 
R: S such that (R: SC, c) =f(c), where 
f (4 = &Wx> x) + (SY, Y). 
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If (R + S) is positive definite, and hence invertible, then by setting the 
derivative equal to zero one has 
f(c) = (R(R + S)-1 SC, c). 
If (R + S) is not positive definite, then a simple “e - 6” proof, see, e.g., 
[6], will show 
f(c) = ‘$ x’=,f_c(Rx, 4 + (Sy, Y> + 6 II * II2 + 6 II Y II2 
= l$ j+;$@ + 4 3, x) + (S + Jr, Y) 
= hg((R + e1): (S + EI) c, c). 
The latter exists since (A! + ~1) + (S + ~1) is positive definite. Thus 
h(c) = ,&fc(Rx, 4 + WY, Y) + E II x II2 + E II Y II2 
is given by a quadratic form, 
h(c) = ((R + El) (R + s + 24-* (S + cl) c, 4. 
Moreover, since f(c) = Iim+,fC(c), f( c is a quadratic form. This follows since ) 
fJc) decreases when E decreases, see [15]. 
If R + S is positive definite then R: S = R(R + S)-l S. If U is finite 
dimensional then the general case can be shown to be 
R: S = R(R + S)t S. 
In the case of that U is infinite dimensional, then one obtains the formula of 
Fillmore and Williams 
R: ,“J = RW((R + S)W RW)* ((R + S)l/2t Sl’“) S/2. 
Either of the above formulas follow from applying continuity arguments to 
R(R + S)-l S. 
5. GENERALIZATIONS 
If U is finite dimensional then system (K)-(K) 
x+y=c 
Rx = Sy = v 
w 
(K’) 
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may have a solution if R and S are not positive semi-definite. Since (K)-(K’) 
are determined from the network interpretation of R: S let us call R and S 
parallel summable if given any c E U there is an x, y and a unique v that solve (K), 
(K’). It is simple to show that this definition is equivalent to that of [14]. If R 
and S are parallel summable let us define the parallel sum, R: S, by the formual 
R: SC = v where c and v are given as in (K)-(K). The structure of (K)-(K’) 
shows trivially that the parallel sum is commutative and associative when the 
parallel sum is defined. This simplifies the proofs of [14]. 
Analyzing the analogous network equations of the hybrid connection will 
give simple proofs of most of the results of [ 121. 
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